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Give your Subaru a makeover with these customised vinyl wraps!

An exciting range of racing stripes to spruce up your Forester and XV!

CAR WRAP
(Partial)
CAR WRAP (PARTIAL)
Forester Racing Stripes

Package F1 - White

Package F2 - White

Backed by 1-year warranty against peeling and bubbling.*

LTA-legal, updating of car information not required.

Available in Matte / Gloss Finishing.
CAR WRAP (PARTIAL)
Forester Racing Stripes

Package F3 - White

$428

Package F4 - White

$321

Backed by 1-year warranty against peeling and bubbling.*

LTA-legal, updating of car information not required.

Available in Matte / Gloss Finishing.

*For Terms & Conditions, please refer to page 48.

The above warranty is non-transferable. Warranty is only applicable to the original purchaser of the product.

Pictures are for illustrative purposes only and may not be exact representations of the products.

Prices are inclusive of GST and installation and are subject to change without prior notice.
CAR WRAP (PARTIAL)
Forester Racing Stripes

Package F5 - White
$749

Package F6 - White
$749

Backed by 1-year warranty against peeling and bubbling.*
LTA-legal, updating of car information not required.
Available in Matte / Gloss Finishing.

Cars illustrated above is in its original colour.
*For Terms & Conditions, please refer to page 48.
The above warranty is non-transferable. Warranty is only applicable to the original purchaser of the product.
Pictures are for illustrative purposes only and may not be exact representations of the products.
Prices are inclusive of GST and installation and are subject to change without prior notice.
CAR WRAP (PARTIAL)
Forester Racing Stripes

Package F1 - Silver

Package F2 - Silver

Backed by 1-year warranty against peeling and bubbling.*

LTA-legal, updating of car information not required.
Available in Matte / Gloss Finishing.

*For Terms & Conditions, please refer to page 48.
The above warranty is non-transferable. Warranty is only applicable to the original purchaser of the product.
Pictures are for illustrative purposes only and may not be exact representations of the products.
Prices are inclusive of GST and installation and are subject to change without prior notice.
CAR WRAP (PARTIAL)
Forester Racing Stripes

Package F3 - Silver
$428

Package F4 - Silver
$321

Backed by 1-year warranty against peeling and bubbling.*

LTA-legal, updating of car information not required.

Available in Matte / Gloss Finishing.

*For Terms & Conditions, please refer to page 48.
The above warranty is non-transferable. Warranty is only applicable to the original purchaser of the product.
Pictures are for illustrative purposes only and may not be exact representations of the products.
Prices are inclusive of GST and installation and are subject to change without prior notice.
CAR WRAP (PARTIAL)
Forester Racing Stripes

**Package F5 - Silver**

$749

**Package F6 - Silver**

$749

Backed by 1-year warranty against peeling and bubbling.*

LTA-legal, updating of car information not required.

Available in Matte / Gloss Finishing.

*For Terms & Conditions, please refer to page 48.

The above warranty is non-transferable. Warranty is only applicable to the original purchaser of the product. Pictures are for illustrative purposes only and may not be exact representations of the products. Prices are inclusive of GST and installation and are subject to change without prior notice.
CAR WRAP (PARTIAL)
Forester Racing Stripes

Package F1 - Blue

$321

Package F2 - Blue

$428

Backed by 1-year warranty against peeling and bubbling.*
LTA-legal, updating of car information not required.
Available in Matte / Gloss Finishing.

Cars illustrated above is in its original colour.
*For Terms & Conditions, please refer to page 48.
The above warranty is non-transferable. Warranty is only applicable to the original purchaser of the product.
Pictures are for illustrative purposes only and may not be exact representations of the products.
Prices are inclusive of GST and installation and are subject to change without prior notice.
CAR WRAP (PARTIAL)
Forester Racing Stripes

Package F3 - Blue
$428

Package F4 - Blue
$321

Backed by 1-year warranty against peeling and bubbling.*
LTA-legal, updating of car information not required.
Available in Matte / Gloss Finishing.

Cars illustrated above is in its original colour.
*For Terms & Conditions, please refer to page 48.
The above warranty is non-transferable. Warranty is only applicable to the original purchaser of the product.
Pictures are for illustrative purposes only and may not be exact representations of the products.
Prices are inclusive of GST and installation and are subject to change without prior notice.
CAR WRAP (PARTIAL)
Forester Racing Stripes

Package F5 - Blue $749

Package F6 - Blue $749

Backed by 1-year warranty against peeling and bubbling.*
LTA-legal, updating of car information not required.
Available in Matte / Gloss Finishing.

*For Terms & Conditions, please refer to page 48.
The above warranty is non-transferable. Warranty is only applicable to the original purchaser of the product.
Pictures are for illustrative purposes only and may not be exact representations of the products.
Prices are inclusive of GST and installation and are subject to change without prior notice.
CAR WRAP (PARTIAL)
Forester Racing Stripes

Package F1 - Black
$321

Package F2 - Black
$428

Backed by 1-year warranty against peeling and bubbling.*

LTA-legal, updating of car information not required.
Available in Matte / Gloss Finishing.

*For Terms & Conditions, please refer to page 48.

Cars illustrated above is in its original colour.
The above warranty is non-transferable. Warranty is only applicable to the original purchaser of the product.
Pictures are for illustrative purposes only and may not be exact representations of the products.
Prices are inclusive of GST and installation and are subject to change without prior notice.
CAR WRAP (PARTIAL)
Forester Racing Stripes

Package F3 - Black
$428

Package F4 - Black
$321

Backed by 1-year warranty against peeling and bubbling.*

Available in Matte / Gloss Finishing.

*For Terms & Conditions, please refer to page 48.
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CAR WRAP (PARTIAL)
Forester Racing Stripes

Package F5 - Black
$749

Package F6 - Black
$749

Backed by 1-year warranty against peeling and bubbling.*
LTA-legal, updating of car information not required.
Available in Matte / Gloss Finishing.

*For Terms & Conditions, please refer to page 48.
The above warranty is non-transferable. Warranty is only applicable to the original purchaser of the product. Pictures are for illustrative purposes only and may not be exact representations of the products. Prices are inclusive of GST and installation and are subject to change without prior notice.
CAR WRAP (PARTIAL)
XV Racing Stripes

Package X1 - White
$321

Package X2 - White
$321

Backed by 1-year warranty against peeling and bubbling.*
LTA-legal, updating of car information not required.
Available in Matte / Gloss Finishing.

*For Terms & Conditions, please refer to page 48.
The above warranty is non-transferable. Warranty is only applicable to the original purchaser of the product.
Pictures are for illustrative purposes only and may not be exact representations of the products.
Prices are inclusive of GST and installation and are subject to change without prior notice.
CAR WRAP (PARTIAL)
XV Racing Stripes

Package X3 - White
$321

Package X4 - White
$428

Backed by 1-year warranty against peeling and bubbling.*
LTA-legal, updating of car information not required.
Available in Matte / Gloss Finishing.

*For Terms & Conditions, please refer to page 48.
The above warranty is non-transferable. Warranty is only applicable to the original purchaser of the product.
Pictures are for illustrative purposes only and may not be exact representations of the products.
Prices are inclusive of GST and installation and are subject to change without prior notice.
CAR WRAP (PARTIAL)
XV Racing Stripes

Package X1 - Silver
$321

Package X2 - Silver
$321

Backed by 1-year warranty against peeling and bubbling.*

LTA-legal, updating of car information not required.
Available in Matte / Gloss Finishing.

Cars illustrated above is in its original colour.
*For Terms & Conditions, please refer to page 48.
The above warranty is non-transferable. Warranty is only applicable to the original purchaser of the product.
Pictures are for illustrative purposes only and may not be exact representations of the products.
Prices are inclusive of GST and installation and are subject to change without prior notice.
CAR WRAP (PARTIAL)
XV Racing Stripes

Package X3 - Silver $321

Package X4 - Silver $428

Backed by 1-year warranty against peeling and bubbling.*
LTA-legal, updating of car information not required.
Available in Matte / Gloss Finishing.

*For Terms & Conditions, please refer to page 48.

The above warranty is non-transferable. Warranty is only applicable to the original purchaser of the product. Pictures are for illustrative purposes only and may not be exact representations of the products.
Prices are inclusive of GST and installation and are subject to change without prior notice.
CAR WRAP (PARTIAL)
XV Racing Stripes

$321

Package X1 - Blue

$321

Package X2 - Blue

Backed by 1-year warranty against peeling and bubbling.*
LTA-legal, updating of car information not required.
Available in Matte / Gloss Finishing.

*For Terms & Conditions, please refer to page 48.
The above warranty is non-transferable. Warranty is only applicable to the original purchaser of the product. Pictures are for illustrative purposes only and may not be exact representations of the products. Prices are inclusive of GST and installation and are subject to change without prior notice.
CAR WRAP (PARTIAL)
XV Racing Stripes

Package X3 - Blue
$321

Package X4 - Blue
$428

Backed by 1-year warranty against peeling and bubbling.*
LTA-legal, updating of car information not required.
Available in Matte / Gloss Finishing.

*For Terms & Conditions, please refer to page 48.
The above warranty is non-transferable. Warranty is only applicable to the original purchaser of the product.
Pictures are for illustrative purposes only and may not be exact representations of the products.
Prices are inclusive of GST and installation and are subject to change without prior notice.
CAR WRAP (PARTIAL)
XV Racing Stripes

Package X1 - Orange
$321

Package X2 - Orange
$321

Backed by 1-year warranty against peeling and bubbling.*

LTA-legal, updating of car information not required.
Available in Matte / Gloss Finishing.

*For Terms & Conditions, please refer to page 48.
The above warranty is non-transferable. Warranty is only applicable to the original purchaser of the product.
Pictures are for illustrative purposes only and may not be exact representations of the products.
Prices are inclusive of GST and installation and are subject to change without prior notice.
CAR WRAP (PARTIAL)
XV Racing Stripes

$321

Package X3 - Orange

$428

Package X4 - Orange

Backed by 1-year warranty against peeling and bubbling.*
LTA-legal, updating of car information not required.
Available in Matte / Gloss Finishing.

*For Terms & Conditions, please refer to page 48.
The above warranty is non-transferable. Warranty is only applicable to the original purchaser of the product.
Pictures are for illustrative purposes only and may not be exact representations of the products.
Prices are inclusive of GST and installation and are subject to change without prior notice.
CAR WRAP (PARTIAL)
XV Racing Stripes

$321

Package X1 - Black

$321

Package X2 - Black

Backed by 1-year warranty against peeling and bubbling.*
LTA-legal, updating of car information not required.
Available in Matte / Gloss Finishing.

Cars illustrated above is in its original colour.
*For Terms & Conditions, please refer to page 48.
The above warranty is non-transferable. Warranty is only applicable to the original purchaser of the product.
Pictures are for illustrative purposes only and may not be exact representations of the products.
Prices are inclusive of GST and installation and are subject to change without prior notice.
CAR WRAP (PARTIAL)
XV Racing Stripes

Package X3 - Black

Package X4 - Black

Backed by 1-year warranty against peeling and bubbling.*
LTA-legal, updating of car information not required.
Available in Matte / Gloss Finishing.

Cars illustrated above is in its original color.
*For Terms & Conditions, please refer to page 48.
The above warranty is non-transferable. Warranty is only applicable to the original purchaser of the product.
Pictures are for illustrative purposes only and may not be exact representations of the products.
Prices are inclusive of GST and installation and are subject to change without prior notice.
Protect Your Ride With

PPF BODYFENCE

Start protecting your car’s surface against stone chips with our PPF Bodyfence.
WITH OUR PAINT PROTECTION FILM, YOU NO LONGER HAVE TO WORRY ABOUT THESE PROBLEMS!

Pictures are for illustrative purposes only and may not be exact representations of the products.
NECESSITY PACKAGE
(Applicable to Forester and XV)

$535

HEAD LIGHT   SIDE MIRROR   DOOR CUP   REAR BOOT

WARRANTY
The warranty only applies to the BODYFENCE PAINT PROTECTION FILM that is installed by Hyper 21 certified installers.
Proof of purchase is required with all claims.
Rectification of bubbling is only allowed if bubbles remain after one (1) month during the warranty period.
The above warranty is non-transferable. Warranty is only applicable to the original purchaser of the product.

LIMITATIONS OF WARRANTY
- The installation must be performed on the original paint and the purchaser must follow the maintenance requirements given for the BODYFENCE film.
- The warranty is non-transferable. Warranty is only applicable to the original purchaser of the product. The warranty coverage definitely ends in case of selling or processing of the vehicle.
- The distributor warrants the BODYFENCE film for a duration of one (1) year against bubbling, peeling, yellowing and cracking for head light and side mirror only.
- Optimal adhesion of the BODYFENCE film is obtained after 24 hours following application. Hence, please wait at least 48 hours before washing your vehicle after installation of the paint protection film.
- The paint protection film warranty will depend upon the customer’s care of the vehicle and the outdoor/geographic conditions. We recommend hand washing only.
- Any fresh paint on the car must have dried for at least 7 days at 25 °C before the installation.
- There are specially-designed products to clean paint protection film for purchase from Hyper 21 Enterprises Pte Ltd. Please wait at least 24 hours before washing your vehicle at the patrol station or hand wash after installation of the paint protection film.
- All removals are quoted separately. Paint protection film removal can be very time consuming. We charge by the hour for the labour. Hyper 21 Enterprises Pte Ltd will not be responsible for any paint, clear coat, or existing stripping damage when we do a removal.
*For Terms & Conditions, please refer to page 49.

CARE TIPS
The BODYFENCE film can be cleaned in any conventional automatic car wash, using cleaning products and detergents used for professional maintenance of vehicles and advertising equipment. However, the film should not be cleaned within the first 48 hours following its application as this can affect the adhesive strength that may result in the film peeling off. Solvents and corrosive detergents must not be used.

Prices are inclusive of GST and installation and are subject to change without prior notice.
Pictures are for illustrative purposes only and may not be exact representations of the products.
Package PPF
PPF Bodyfence Partial Wrap

HEAD LIGHT PACKAGE

Backed by 1-year warranty against cracking and bubbling.*

$214

*For Terms & Conditions, please refer to page 49. Pictures are for illustrative purposes only and may not be exact representations of the products. Prices are inclusive of GST and installation and are subject to change without prior notice.
Package PPF
PPF Bodyfence Partial Wrap

DOOR SEAL PACKAGE

Backed by 1-year warranty against cracking and bubbling.*

$161

*For Terms & Conditions, please refer to page 49. Pictures are for illustrative purposes only and may not be exact representations of the products. Prices are inclusive of GST and installation and are subject to change without prior notice.
Package PPF
PPF Bodyfence Partial Wrap

DOOR CUP PACKAGE

Backed by 1-year warranty against cracking and bubbling.*

$161

*For Terms & Conditions, please refer to page 49.
Pictures are for illustrative purposes only and may not be exact representations of the products. Prices are inclusive of GST and installation and are subject to change without prior notice.
Package PPF
PPF Bodyfence Partial Wrap

SIDE MIRROR PACKAGE

Backed by 1-year warranty against cracking and bubbling.*

$214

*For Terms & Conditions, please refer to page 49.
Pictures are for illustrative purposes only and may not be exact representations of the products. Prices are inclusive of GST and installation and are subject to change without prior notice.
Package PPF
PPF Bodyfence Partial Wrap

ROOF PACKAGE

Backed by 1-year warranty against cracking and bubbling.*

$321

*For Terms & Conditions, please refer to page 49. Pictures are for illustrative purposes only and may not be exact representations of the products. Prices are inclusive of GST and installation and are subject to change without prior notice.
Package PPF

PPF Bodyfence Partial Wrap

REAR BOOT PACKAGE

Backed by 1-year warranty against cracking and bubbling.*

$214

*For Terms & Conditions, please refer to page 49.
Pictures are for illustrative purposes only and may not be exact representations of the products.
Prices are inclusive of GST and installation and are subject to change without prior notice.
RimSavers are also available in these colours:

- R1
- R3
- R9

RimSavers are designed to be lightweight and durable. They are a barrier between the wheel rim and the kerb. They simply stick to the wheel with a very high bond tape for easy DIY installation with no removal of the tyre required.

RimSavers have a guide lip on the top side that makes fitting very easy. The included clips add strength and cover the seam so the cut doesn’t have to be perfect.

Prevent kerb rash or damage to your rims with RimSavers

$129

Backed by 1-year warranty*

Terms & Conditions

- Prices are inclusive of GST and installation and are subject to change without prior notice.
- Pictures are for illustrative purposes only and may not be exact representations of the products.
- Car illustrated above is in its original colour.
*For Terms & Conditions, please refer to page 49.
The above warranty is non-transferable. Warranty is only applicable to the original purchaser of the product.
Prices are inclusive of GST and installation and are subject to change without prior notice.
BUNDLES
FORESTER NECESSITY + RIMSAVERS BUNDLE

REAR BOOT  RIMSAVERS  DOOR CUP  SIDE MIRROR  HEAD LIGHT

$642

XV NECESSITY + RIMSAVERS BUNDLE

REAR BOOT  RIMSAVERS  DOOR CUP  SIDE MIRROR  HEAD LIGHT

$642

*For Terms & Conditions, please refer to page 48/49.
LTA-legal, updating of car information not required.
Available in Matte/Gloss Finishing. (Applicable for Partial Wrap.)
Pictures are for illustrative purposes only and may not be exact representations of the products.
Prices are inclusive of GST and installation and are subject to change without prior notice.
FORESTER F1 Bundle (NC)
Necessity Package + Car Wrap (Partial)

FORESTER F1 Bundle (NCR)
Necessity Package + Car Wrap (Partial) + RimSavers

*For Terms & Conditions, please refer to page 48/49.
LTA-legal, updating of car information not required.
Available in Matte/Gloss Finishing. (Applicable for Partial Wrap.)
Pictures are for illustrative purposes only and may not be exact representations of the products.
Prices are inclusive of GST and installation and are subject to change without prior notice.
**FORESTER F2 Bundle (NC)**
*Necessity Package + Car Wrap (Partial)*

- REAR BOOT
- DOOR CUP
- SIDE MIRROR
- HEAD LIGHT

$910

**FORESTER F2 Bundle (NCR)**
*Necessity Package + Car Wrap (Partial) + RimSavers*

- REAR BOOT
- RIMSAVERS
- DOOR CUP
- SIDE MIRROR
- HEAD LIGHT

$1038

*For Terms & Conditions, please refer to page 48/49.*

LTA-legal, updating of car information not required.
Available in Matte/Gloss Finishing. (Applicable for Partial Wrap.)
Pictures are for illustrative purposes only and may not be exact representations of the products.
Prices are inclusive of GST and installation and are subject to change without prior notice.
FORESTER F3 Bundle (NC)
Necessity Package + Car Wrap (Partial)

$910

FORESTER F3 Bundle (NCR)
Necessity Package + Car Wrap (Partial) + RimSavers

$1038

*For Terms & Conditions, please refer to page 48/49.
LTA-legal, updating of car information not required.
Available in Matte/Gloss Finishing. (Applicable for Partial Wrap.)
Pictures are for illustrative purposes only and may not be exact representations of the products.
Prices are inclusive of GST and installation and are subject to change without prior notice.
FORESTER F4 Bundle (NC)
Necessity Package + Car Wrap (*Partial*)

**$803**

FORESTER F4 Bundle (NCR)
Necessity Package + Car Wrap (*Partial*) + RimSavers

**$931**

*For Terms & Conditions, please refer to pages 48/49.*

LTA-legal, updating of car information not required.

Available in Matte/Gloss Finishing. (Applicable for Partial Wrap.)

Pictures are for illustrative purposes only and may not be exact representations of the products.

Prices are inclusive of GST and installation and are subject to change without prior notice.
FORESTER F5 Bundle (NC)
Necessity Package + Car Wrap (Partial)

FORESTER F5 Bundle (NCR)
Necessity Package + Car Wrap (Partial) + RimSavers

$1234

$1363

*For Terms & Conditions, please refer to page 48/49.
LTA-legal, updating of car information not required.
Available in Matte/gloss Finishing. (Applicable for Partial Wrap.)
Pictures are for illustrative purposes only and may not be exact representations of the products.
Prices are inclusive of GST and installation and are subject to change without prior notice.
FORESTER F6 Bundle (NC)
Necessity Package + Car Wrap (Partial)

REAR BOOT
DOOR CUP
SIDE MIRROR
HEAD LIGHT

$1234

FORESTER F6 Bundle (NCR)
Necessity Package + Car Wrap (Partial) + RimSavers

REAR BOOT
RIMSAVERS
DOOR CUP
SIDE MIRROR
HEAD LIGHT

$1363

*For Terms & Conditions, please refer to page 48/49.
LTA-legal, updating of car information not required.
Available in Matte/gloss Finishing. (Applicable for Partial Wrap.)
Pictures are for illustrative purposes only and may not be exact representations of the products.
Prices are inclusive of GST and installation and are subject to change without prior notice.
**XV X1 Bundle (NC)**
*Necessity Package + Car Wrap (Partial)*

- REAR BOOT
- DOOR CUP
- SIDE MIRROR
- HEAD LIGHT

*$803*

**XV X1 Bundle (NCR)**
*Necessity Package + Car Wrap (Partial) + RimSavers*

- REAR BOOT
- RIMSAVERS
- DOOR CUP
- SIDE MIRROR
- HEAD LIGHT

*$931*

*For Terms & Conditions, please refer to page 48/49.*

LTA-legal, updating of car information not required.

Available in Matte/Gloss Finishing. (Applicable for Partial Wrap.)

Pictures are for illustrative purposes only and may not be exact representations of the products.

Prices are inclusive of GST and installation and are subject to change without prior notice.
XV X2 Bundle (NC)
Necessity Package + Car Wrap (Partial)

XV X2 Bundle (NCR)
Necessity Package + Car Wrap (Partial) + RimSavers

*For Terms & Conditions, please refer to page 48/49.
LTA-legal, updating of car information not required.
Available in Matte/Gloss Finishing. (Applicable for Partial Wrap.)
Pictures are for illustrative purposes only and may not be exact representations of the products.
Prices are inclusive of GST and installation and are subject to change without prior notice.
**XV X3 Bundle (NC)**
*Necessity Package + Car Wrap (Partial)*

![Image of XV X3 Bundle (NC)]

- **Rear Boot**
- **Door Cup**
- **Side Mirror**
- **Head Light**

**$803**

---

**XV X3 Bundle (NCR)**
*Necessity Package + Car Wrap (Partial) + RimSavers*

![Image of XV X3 Bundle (NCR)]

- **Rear Boot**
- **RimSavers**
- **Door Cup**
- **Side Mirror**
- **Head Light**

**$931**

---

*For Terms & Conditions, please refer to page 48/49.

LTA-legal, updating of car information not required.

Available in Matte/Gloss Finishing. (Applicable for Partial Wrap.)

Pictures are for illustrative purposes only and may not be exact representations of the products.

Prices are inclusive of GST and installation and are subject to change without prior notice.
**XV X4 Bundle (NC)**

*Necessity Package + Car Wrap (Partial)*

- **REAR BOOT**
- **DOOR CUP**
- **SIDE MIRROR**
- **HEAD LIGHT**

$910

**XV X4 Bundle (NCR)**

*Necessity Package + Car Wrap (Partial) + RimSavers*

- **REAR BOOT**
- **RIMSAVERS**
- **DOOR CUP**
- **SIDE MIRROR**
- **HEAD LIGHT**

$1038

*For Terms & Conditions, please refer to page 48/49.*

LTA-legal, updating of car information not required.

Available in Matte/Gloss Finishing. (Applicable for Partial Wrap.)

Pictures are for illustrative purposes only and may not be exact representations of the products.

Prices are inclusive of GST and installation and are subject to change without prior notice.
TERMS & CONDITIONS

PARTIAL WRAP (RACING STRIPES WARRANTY)

The wrap that is applied to original vehicle paint is warranted against peelings and bubbles for up to one (1) year from the date of installation.

Hyper 21 Enterprises Pte Ltd does not warrant against any material not installed by certified installers from Hyper 21 Enterprises Pte Ltd.

All removals are quoted separately. Wrap removal can be very time consuming. We charge by the hour for the labour. Hyper 21 Enterprises Pte Ltd will not be responsible for any paint, clear coat, or existing striping damage when we do a removal.

Hyper 21 Enterprises Pte Ltd cannot be responsible for damage to paintwork when the wrap is removed, and would not advise application on a re-sprayed surface, or poor quality/rusted paintwork. Please note, our experience shows that removal of vinyl designed for vehicle wraps, from good quality, factory original paintwork, will not damage the paintwork.

However, it is the duty and responsibility of the owner of the vehicles to ensure suitability of the existing surface before it is wrapped.

The warranty will depend upon the customer’s care of the vehicle and the outdoor/geographic conditions. We recommend hand washing only.

Avoid high pressure and power washing. Also avoid harsh chemicals of any kind as they can deteriorate the wrap.

There are specially designed products to clean and polish vinyl graphics for purchase from Hyper 21 Enterprises Pte Ltd.

All of the products offered by Hyper 21 Enterprises Pte Ltd are non-refundable.

The wrap warranty does not cover graphic products or finished graphics that are modified or damaged through improper storage, misuse, abuse, accident, vandalism, neglect, or mishandling of processed or unprocessed products by any person.

Some degradation of Hyper Graphics Products and Finished Graphics over time is considered normal wear. Hyper 21 Enterprises Pte Ltd warrants that, at the end of the applicable warranty period, the Finished Graphics will be in commercially-acceptable service condition from normal viewing distances.

Hyper 21 reserves the right to change or modify the designs provided in this e-catalogue at any time without prior notice.

All content included in this e-catalogue (including, but not limited to, logos, images, photos, designs, graphics and text) is the property of Hyper 21 Enterprises Pte Ltd and as such is protected by Singapore and international copyright and other intellectual property laws.

Any unauthorised reproduction or copying of the products or images featured in this e-catalogue and belonging to Hyper 21 Enterprises Pte Ltd may result in legal action.

Pictures provided in this e-catalogue are for illustrative purposes only and may not be exact representations of the products.

Proof of purchase is required with all claims.

LIMITATIONS OF THE WARRANTY

The warranty is non-transferable. Warranty is only applicable to the original purchaser of the product. The warranty coverage definitely ends in case of selling or processing of the vehicle.

Hyper 21 Enterprises Pte Ltd does not warrant the following items in connection with the wraps:

- Damage due to superior force, such as abnormally high winds or objects being blown against the wrap.
- Cleaning with a pressure/high jet washer.
- Usage of harsh chemicals of any kind.
- Vandalism.
- Graphic failure due to inadequate substrate cleaning immediately prior to film application.
- Graphic failure due to insufficient film overlaps.
- Product failure caused by mold/mildew growth. Mold and mildew growth are most common in high-humidity, high-temperature environments.
- Graphic failure due to not resqueegeeing all edges and overlaps of the film at least 16 hours after film application.
- Any condition resulting from other than ordinary wear or any use for which the product was not intended.
- Any condition resulting from incorrect or inadequate maintenance or care
- Damage resulting from misuse, abuse, negligence, accidents or shipping damage.
- Dissatisfaction due to buyer’s remorse.
- Product failures caused by acid rain, or acid dew. Acid rain and acid dew are most common in high-pollution areas.

NO EXTENSION OF WARRANTY

In the case of an approved warranty claim, the replacement graphic only carry the remaining term of the original graphic.

There will be no compensation provided for machine burden, overhead, travel, supervision, lost profits, or other consequential damages related to this product.

Hyper 21 Enterprises Pte Ltd reserves the right to change these terms and conditions at any time without prior notice.

Cars illustrated in this e-catalogue are in their original colours.
TERMS & CONDITIONS

PAINT PROTECTION FILM (PPF) WARRANTY

The warranty only applies to the BODYFENCE PAINT PROTECTION FILM that is installed by Hyper 21 certified installers.

Proof of purchase is required with all claims. Rectification of bubbling is only allowed if bubbles remain after one (1) month during the warranty period.

LIMITATIONS OF THE WARRANTY

The installation must be performed on the original paint and the purchaser must follow the maintenance requirements given for the BODYFENCE film.

The warranty is non-transferable. Warranty is only applicable to the original purchaser of the product and any warranty coverage definitely ends in case of selling or processing of the vehicle.

Hyper 21 Enterprises Pte Ltd warrants their BODYFENCE film for a duration of one (1) year against bubbling, peeling, yellowing and cracking for head light and side mirror only.

Optimal adherence of the BODYFENCE film is obtained after 24 hours following application. Hence, please wait at least 48 hours before washing your vehicle after installation of the paint protection film.

The paint protection film warranty will depend upon the customer’s care of the vehicle and the outdoor/geographic conditions. We recommend hand washing only.

Any fresh paint on the car must have dried for at least 7 days at 25 °C before the installation.

There are specially designed products to clean paint protection film for purchase from Hyper 21 Enterprises Pte Ltd. Please wait at least 48 hours before washing your vehicle at the petrol station or handwash after installation of the paint protection film.

All removals are quoted separately. Paint protection film removal can be very time consuming. We charge by the hour for the labour. Hyper 21 Enterprises Pte Ltd will not be responsible for any paint, clear coat, or existing striping damage when we do a removal.

Hyper 21 Enterprises Pte Ltd does not warrant the following items in connection with the paint protection film:

- Damage due to superior force, such as abnormally high winds or objects being blown against the paint protection film.
- Cleaning with a pressure/high jet washer.
- Usage of harsh chemicals of any kind.
- Vandalism.
- Product failure caused by mold/mildew growth. Mold and mildew growth are most common in high-humidity, high-temperature environments.
- Any condition resulting from other than ordinary wear or any use for which the product was not intended.
- Any condition resulting from incorrect or inadequate maintenance or care
- Damage resulting from misuse, abuse, negligence, accidents or shipping damage.
- Dissatisfaction due to buyer’s remorse.
- Product failures caused by acid rain, or acid dew. Acid rain and acid dew are most common in high-pollution areas.

NO EXTENSION OF WARRANTY

In the case of an approved warranty claim, the replacement paint protection film only carry the remaining term of the original paint protection film.

There will be no compensation provided for machine burden, overhead, travel, supervision, lost profits, or other consequential damages related to this product. All of the products offered by Hyper 21 Enterprises Pte Ltd are non-refundable.

Hyper 21 Enterprises Pte Ltd reserves the right to change these terms and conditions at any time without prior notice.

RIMSAYER WARRANTY

The warranty only applies to RimSaver that is installed by Hyper 21 certified installers. The warranty only covers product defects under normal use and conditions, for a period of one (1) year from the date of installation.

Hyper 21 Enterprises Pte Ltd does not warrant against failure or damage due to misuse on any product sold by Hyper 21 Enterprises Pte Ltd such as, but not limited to poor maintenance, abuse or neglect, using the product for something other than its intended purpose, alteration of the product unless expressly permitted in writing by Hyper 21 Enterprises Pte Ltd.

Hyper 21 Enterprises Pte Ltd does not cover general wear and tear or damage from wheel collision.

Corrosion and/or deterioration caused by material fatigue defined as the natural breakdown of materials that occurs after extended use will not be covered under warranty.

The warranty is non-transferable. Warranty is only applicable to the original purchaser of the product. The warranty coverage definitely ends in case of selling or processing of the vehicle.

Proof of purchase is required with all claims.

Any item that is repaired or replaced under warranty for the Rimsaver will be covered by a period equal to the remaining warranty period of the original part. Hyper 21 Enterprises Pte Ltd reserves the right to change the replacement colour of the RimSaver if there is no same colour of the defect product in stock.

Usage during competitions and on racetracks will greatly reduce the products useful life and is not covered under warranty.

Costs incurred as a result of loss of use, as well as labour charges for part replacement or repairs are not covered.

Always use your product in strict compliance with the product’s instructions; failure to do so might damage the products, invalidate any given or implied warranty and may cause damage or an accident.

There will be no compensation provided for machine burden, overhead, travel, supervision, lost profits, or other consequential damages related to this product.

All of the products offered by Hyper 21 Enterprises Pte Ltd are non-refundable.

Hyper 21 Enterprises Pte Ltd reserves the right to change these terms and conditions at any time without prior notice.